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4Abstract ‘.. .; ... . ._.. _ ---- -- . . . . .. ~
Methods to determine unsaturated hydraulic properties can exhibit random and non-unique
behavior. We assess the causes for these behaviors by visualizing micro-scale phase
displacement processes d@ng equilibrhgn.retention and ~ient OUMOW.experiments.w... ..
obse&e that the drainage process is composed of a f=t fingering followed by a slower back-
filling. The ‘hdluence of each these processes is controlled by the size and the speed of the
applied boundary step, the initial saturation and its structure and by small-scale
heterogeneities. Because the mixture of these micro-scale processes yields macro-scale
effective behavior, measured unsaturated flow properties are also a-fimction of these controls.
These results suggest limitations on the current deftitions and uniqueness of unsaturated
hydraulic properties.
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Introduction .-. -- -
Researchers a.pdpractitioners alike have measured unsatiated hydraulic prope@ies of ::2 ‘--1-~ ~--- -

—.. - -- ---- - ------- . ....— .—
,. gtanular porous me~~-5iice’Bii_&i&.h-%h.-Me@odsused have ev61ved from on~-al -- _ -- -- ~

hydrostatic fid steady state methods [e.g., Klute, 1986; Corey, 1985]-to more recerit-
transient methods where nonlinear inversion must be employed (see.review by Hoprn& and- --
_imimek [19991). However, reproducibility is often difficult to achieve either across different
but essentially identical samples of the same granular material [e.g., van Dam et.al., 1994] or in
a single sample with the same measurements ‘repeated sequentially in time [e:g., Hojlenbeck,
and JensenY1.998].AIso, one %ds ad@tio-naldiscrepancies between_properties measured with ~..-
“differerit rn-ethoti [e;g.j Stolte et al, 1994] fid at chfferent scales [e.g.~K&eei”e~aljJ _19g9]z-- -- - ~ -~

---- ----- ....-. --

Many possible explanations for this experimental response exist such as slight differences in
equilibration time, initial conditions, internal sample heterogenei~, contact between sample . .
and boundary conditions, microbial growth, changing fluicVfluid/solidcontact angle, swelling
or consolidation of the sample, disturbances of the experiment while making measurements,
etc. Because of the myriad of possible explanations and in ~ght of the seemingly significant
spatial variability of propefies within geologic deposits, fimdamental examination of
hydraulic properties themselves is needed.

In a recent consideration of hydraulic property inversion, Hollenbeck and Jensen [1998]
presented a careful study of transient single and multistep ou@ow in a single sample. Their
results showed that at low suctions, significant randomness in outflow response occurred for
identical (or near identical) effective initial and boundary conditions. For high suctions, good
repeatability was found but nearly identical outflow response occurred for different boundary
conditions where significant differences were predicted. An accompanying error analysis
suggested that the discrepancies noted were not due to measurement errors and further it was
concluded that the observed outflow variability could not be described by Richards equation
using standard parametric relations for hydraulic properties. Because only sample-scale
effective behavior was observed by the authors, the causes for this mismatch could not be
documented and it could only be speculated that micro-scale heterogenei~ in hydraulic
properties; in the initial distribution of the phases. and phase fragmentation were possible
mechanisms.

The objectives of this study were to investigate and document the causes of discrepancies in
sample-scale effective behavior between repeat experiments, between diflTerenttypes of “
experiments, boundary or initial conditions, ZU@most importantly, between experimental
behavior and that predicted or implied by standard continuum conceptual models for
unsaturated flow in porous media. We present the results of a series of experiments ‘
specifically designed to visualize the active underlying micro-scale processes in simple
equilibrium retention experiments and transient outflow experiments. Our experiments
illustrate the interaction between slight sub-sample heterogeneity, imposed boundary -
pressures or fluxes, and initial saturation and its structure to control the qualitative and
quantitative behavior of the micro-scale phase invasion process. Sample-scale effective
behavior thus exhibits additional dependence that suggests limitations in the current
deftitions and uniqueness of unsaturated hydraulic properties.
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Experimental design and-methods -------’ --- ------.-, - - - --- - - .- .
. We consider the standard experimental corr@uratioB where a gravity stabiliz~d drainage -- -- ~ :-
~process in agranular sample is meaimred at the system scalel’The nori~wefig phase (usually- - -
air) enters the system from the top and the wetting phase (usually “water)exits from the
bottom thioiigh a porous plate. A differential phase pressfie is imposed on the system by. -
either increasing the pressure in the air relative to the water or decreasing the pressure of the
water relative to the air. The range of differential phase pressures that can be applied are

“ limited by the air entry pressure of the bottom porous plate. Two types of experiments are
commonly conducted with this system. By imposing a series of small step changes’ in - ---
capillaiy pressue, such & lowering a hmgihg colu.&iIof water cotiected to the porous plate —-- -
and waiting until no more water leaves the system, equilibrium water retention curves are
measured. Secondly, a single or series of larger boundary pressure steps can be imposed and
the outflow as a fnnction of time measured and inverted to yield parameters for assumed
water retention and relative permeability fictions.

Jn order to visualize the micro-scale behavior within such experiments, we designed our
system so that quantitative visualization of the pore structure and saturation fields within the.-
sample was possible as a fimction of time. This design allows us to evaluate the heterogeneity
structure, initial saturation fields and the micro-scale processes active during the conduct of
simple phase displacements. It also allows us to detect slight changes that could occur within
the sample such as compactiorq microbial growth, etc. For this purpose we chose to apply a
CCD based light transmission technique as it has high spatial resolution (-pore scale), is rapid
(an entire -106 point field can be measured in afiaction of a second) and can distinguish
be!sveen small changes in saturation at each point in the field (high sensor signal to noise
ratio). We thus designed a thin translucent micromodel (10 cm x 10 cm x 0.1 cm thick)
composed of an -2-4 grain thick layer of rounde~ naturally occurring sand similar to that
previously used by Hollenbeck and Jensen [1998]. This system yielded a spatial resolution
that was approximately pore scale (O.1 mm).

Three groups of phase-invasion experiments were conducted: 1) equilibrium retention curve
measurements; 2) transient outflow experiments starting from full initial saturation each using
one of five different pressure steps; and 3) transient outflow experiments each using the same
pressure step, but starting horn two different initial saturation structures containing
entrapped gas. All experiments were conducted with two to five replicates. For all runs, we
simultaneously monitored the outflow volume from the cell yielding macro-scale response and
the two-dimensional saturation field yielding micro-scale response. Data acquisition and
control was accomplished with a computer in order to ensure comparability of results. The
total experimental period was seven weeks, of which the f~st four were used to settle the
sand and refine our experimental procedure, while the experiments presented in this paper
were performed during the final three weeks. In the folIowing, we describe the components of
the experimental system, methods, and experimental sequences in detail.

Cell Design
The cell assembly consisted of an inner glass cell containing sand held together within an outer
glass Iiame. The inner cell was conkucted from two, 2 cm thick glass plates, held apart by-1
mm thick spacing strips with 1.2 mm O-ring gaskets along their inner edges. The volume of “

the inner cell was measured to be 13.0 cm3, with a visible zone of 9.43 cm wide by 9.79 cm “”

high. A porous plate made of sintered bronze (filtersize 60 pm, Dansk Sintermetal AK) with
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filter paper on top ran them width of the cell and cotitituted the bottom boundary -
condition. The porous plate itself had a very low air entry pressure and thus was used OgIy -

to support the sand-pack. Two layecs of filter paper (ti 8 pm cellulose nitrate fil~er, -_– -- “ --
Sartorius model”11301-293G “anda more sturdy qualitative cellulose filter paper, whatm~ 1)
provided an air entry pressure of over 120 cm. The bronze plate was installed flush within a
piece of plastic, a small water reservoir underneath was connected to an outflow valve. The c
bottom boundary block was sealed to the cell with a 2-mm silicon gasket. Two needles
penetrated the gasket and entered the cell, one at each side just above the filter paper. By
applying a vacuum to the two needles and thereby pulling air through the cell, the sand could
be dried while still rnainta~g fill saturation of the porous plate. The top boumjary block - -

~

distributed fluid across the cell width through a fine screen and was sealed to the cell with
another silicon gasket. The inner glass cell was placed between two, 2 cm thick glass plates,
attached to an aluminum frame, and the ties were tightened together with screws to a
uniform torque that held the entire cell together. The boundary blocks were tightened to the
cell against the outer ties, and finally, the entire cell assembly was mounted in front of a
constant light source.

Sand Pack
The inner cell was packed with a sub-sample of a well-sorted, rounded silica sand (grain
distribution 0.18-1.65 mm, mean 0.4 mm, standard deviation 0.1) that was acid-washed to
remove any organic residual. The sub-sample was simply poured into the cell through a
funnel. Prior to the experiments the sand was settled by running several cycles of saturation
and draining. We found that a large number of these cycles (>20) were required to achieve a
stable grain structure within the cell. During that perio~ more sand had to be added to the cell

five times (total of-2.6 g added). The final amount of sand in the cell was 20.43 g, giving an
average porosi~ in the cell of 0.41 and pore volume (TV) of 5.33 ml (assuming a grain density’

of p=2.65 g/cm3). Further sand-settling during the three weeks of experiments was found to
be less than 0.1 mm (< 1 CCD pixel) at the top of the cell as assessed through image analysis.

Assuming that the difference in light adsorption between the filly dry and fully wet states is
simply governed by refraction of a light ray normal to a series of flat grains/pores, we can
make use of images at these two states to calculate an estimate of the number of pores at each
location within the field. Further assuming that the Iocal pore radius, & is inversely related to
the number of pores, we can estimate an R field for the sand pack as shown in Figure 1A. We .
see that the field is composed of a very slight set of gently undulating laminae where slightly
smaller R (smaller grains) or larger R (larger grains) spanned the cell thiclmess. These laminae
are lypical in samp~es used to measure hydraulic properties and are caused by natural grading
processes as granular materials are poured, vibrated or otherwise mixed. We note that these
Iaminae were difficult to see without application of the light transmission theory. For the
purposes of later comparison to experimental results, we show a binarization of the R field at
it mean in Figure lB where small R is shown in white and large R in black

The conductivity of the total system (sand and bottom boundary) was found to decrease

slightly from 4.1 x 104 rds to 3.7 x 104 rds during the three week experimental period. The
hydraulic conductivity of the bottom boundary alone (porous plate and filter papers) .

decreased from 7.2 x 104 m/s to 1.0 x 104 mh across the fulI seven-week perio~ possibly “.
due to corrosion of the bronze plate or filtration of small particles by the filter papers. t
Assuming a linear decrease in time for the permeability of the bottom boundary, the
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conductivity of the sand was calculated to be 4.2 x 104 rnki both before and after the three-
week period. . . . .
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Saturation ~rocedure
For experim~nts that started flom fi.dl saturation, a standardized re-saturation cycle was
followed to ensure reproducible initial conditions. First, the cell was dried by applying a
vacuum to the two needles, thereby pulling filtered (qualitative filter paper, Whatman 1) dry
air through the cell. Secon& the cell was flushed with C02 for 30 minutes to displace the air.
Third, the sand was satuqted with freshly de-aired nano-pure, de-ionized water, again by -
applying a vacuum to the two needles and pulling water from the water reservoir rapidly
down through the sand. Approximately 70 pore volumes (PV) of water were then flushed
through the sand and out both the needles and the porous plate to ensure complete
dissolution of the C02. This procedure gave fill saturation of the san~ as was verified by
images taken during the saturation process. Because re-saturation and air-flow were always
from top to bottom of the cell, disruption of the sand and consequently changes in the pore
structure were minimized with our procedure. -, .. .. - , - - .

-—--- ----- ----

Fluids, boundary conditions and outflow measurement
Differential phase pressure for the outflow experiments was provided via a pressurized
nitrogen gas container. The gas was humidified before the experiments to avoid evaporation of
water in the”cell during the experiment. First, the gas was bubbled through a porous stone and
into a 1O-Lcontainer half filled with water. Secon& the humidified gas was led to another 10-
L container, big enough to supply the cell with a constant pressure during the outflow

experiments (the released gas volume horn this second container was 5.33 cm3 at most). A
solenoid valve was placed between the pressure container and the cell to control the start of
the experiments. A water column was used to monitor the pressure both prior to each
experiment, i.e., when the pressure in the container was adjusted to’the desired step level, and
during each experiment. During the humidificatio~ the gas pressure rose and time was allowed

“for the pressure to stabilize before the experiments. However, minor pressure fluctuations
occur very easily when using humidified gas, and during the experiments, maximum

fluctuations of& 3 mm occurred

For outflow experiments, water dripped from a 5 cm long vertical tube directly into a beaker
placed on a computer monitored scale. Evaporation was restricted to a negligible rate with a
specially designed beaker lid. Additionally, several precautions were taken to reduce the risk
of algae growth in the cell during the course of the experiments. De-aired nano-pu.re water was
used for saturating the sand and nitrogen was used to provide the necessary gas pressure.
Only when drying the cell were water and oxygen present in the cell at the same time. The
sand was always dry and the cell was shielded from light between experiments. Finally, the

laboratory was maintained at a temperature of 21°C M15°C to minimize fIuid property
variation. .

Saturation fieId measurement
. The cell was placed in front of a constant light source, and as the experiments proceeded,

images were collected with a shuttered and electronically cooled charge-coupled device (CCD,
1024x1024 pixels, 4096 gray levels) camera placed approximately 2 m in front of the sample.”” “
Because the difference between the refractive indices of the sand-gas and sand-water
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interfaces results in a significant reduction in light transmission as gas replaces water, the --
. phase. displacement process could be followed @exquisite detail [GlaEs et al.;-1989]. - --.- . . ...— --–- - ,----- ---- --- -—. —.. . ----------- ...- -_ ... . . . . .-—-- ..- -------- -- . . .—-—-. —------

..... ...- . . ...— ,.

- ne acq~ked images contained 943x 979 pixels covefig the sand-filled cell with a resolution
of 0.1 mm x 0.1 mm per pixel, thus an average-grain of 0.4 rnn”was covered ~y -16 pixels.
Images were collected as the experiments proceeded at a maximum temporal resolution of one
image every seventh second allowing for data storage operations. A high frequency
fluorescent light bank controlled with a feedback circuit was used as a near constant diffhse
light source. Still, the images were adjusted for small fluctuations in the light source intensity -~

P (-1% ofth~geag.i@ensity). An optical densily wedge, with five different steps covering the
optical density range of the cell, was placed near the sand sample and incorporated into every
image. The wedge thus provided a reference, so that every image could be intensity adjusted
to the same reference image. After this adjustment the images were analyzed for shifting,
which can occur due to very small movements of camera or cell during the experiments (e.g.,
vibrations or thermal expansion). The shifts found were always less than one pixel (i.e.z 0.1
mm) and corrected to a tolerance of 0.05 pixel. Further details on the intensity adjusting,
shiftihg andconsequential emor in the intensity fields can be found in Detwiler-et al. [19991.
Finally, the adjusted and shifted images were converted into quantitative saturation fields “
using a fictional relationship based on light refraction theory [Tidwell and Glass, 19941.
Mass balance at the cell scale was used to-determine the calibration for the intensity to -
saturation relation. Comparison of transient outflow measured gravimetrically and through
evaluation of saturation images yielded reasonable accuracy with differences less than 6°/0

throughout an entire experiment.

Experimental sequence for retention curve experiments
Retention curve experiments were conducted five times during the last three weeks of the
experimental perio~ three times before the outflow experiments and twice after the final
outflow experiment. The experiments started born full initial saturation ant by connecting a
water filled tube to the outflow valve and manually lowering it in steps of 2.5 or 5 cm, the
bottom boundary suction was increased sequentially. At every step we awaited equil.ibtium
and then determined the amount of water drained from the ceil gravirnetrically. Throughout
each experimen~ images were acquired at 5-minute intervals. Equilibrium was operationally
defined when consecutive images no longer exhibited visible differences; between 30 and 110

minutes were required at each pressure step yielding a total experimental time of -12 hours.

Different analyses of the measured data were used for determiningg tie retention curve for the
system. First, a traditional macro-scale retention curve was found by plotting the mean
saturation in the cell, calculated from the observed outflow, against the mid-cell suction. .
Secon& the saturation fields recorded during the experiment were analyzed to yield sub-
sample retention curves at a varie~ of scales and locations. Because the vertical suction
profile is known to be hydrostatic at equilibrium, corresponding values of saturation and
suction are available throughout the cell. Two different approaches for deterrninin g the
retention curves from the saturation fields were used.. Retention curves for different”
rectangular regions of interest (ROIS) were found by calculating the mean saturation of the
ROI and plotting it against the suction of its middle for each pressure step. Also, horizontally
averaged vertical profiles were constructed from each equilibrium saturation fiel~ and when
combined with the hydrostatic suction profile, profile retention curves ~om each equilibrium”.
image were derived.
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Experimental sequencefor oufflow at different pressure steps
.- A total of 15 outflow experiments were performed,on the-cell eachs@ting from fbl.1initial - ..- -

---- -sa~a.tion.-Ftis~. mtitial. suction-~f ~5-cYm-wasapplied to tie-botio”m:-porous:piate by
—----

_-..———.—
-+ ..-.

opening the outflow valve. This drained the plumbing and boundary pores at me top of the .
cell and thus removed them from influencing experimental measurements. Secon& after 10
minutes of.equilibration%outflow was induced by applying pneumatic pressure in the nitrogen
gas phase. We conducted experiments with five different pressure step applications,
corresponding to a final suction at the bottom boundary of 17.5 cm, 22.5 cm, 27.5 cm, 35 cm,
and 40 cm, respectively. These pressure steps all con-espond to similw positions on the .- . ..
measued retention curve to those considered by Hollenbeck and Jensen [1998]. We
conducted thee replicates at each pressure. step. The start of each one-step experiment was
controlled by a computer that opened a solenoid valve to induce outflow and at the same time
started scale readings and image acquisition. Every”experiment lasted 57 minutes and yielded
48 images. h the early phase, when displacement was rapi~ images were acquired every
seventh second (the f=test acquisition possible), but as the outflow slowe~ images were
acquired every other minute.

Experimental sequence for outflow from different initial saturation structures
Four outflow experiments were performed to examine the effect of initial saturation and its
structure on outflow. The experiments were petiormed with 5 cm of initial suction and a
suction step level of 22.5 cm. The experiments followed the same procedure as in the
previously described outflow experiments, but instead of fill initial saturation, we changed
the re-wettiug sequence to achieve an initial condition that contained entrapped air. Two
different re-wetting sequences that yielded significantly different entrapped structures were
considere~ each with two replicates. In the fust, the dry sand was not flushed with COZ
prior to there-wetting, as was practiced in the previous outflow experiments. Furthermore,
re-wetting was with non-desired water and from below (through the porous plate) without
flushing any water through the cell. In the second, this same procedure was followe~ but now
the sand was not dried before re-wetting. Instead, the cell was saturated from below after the
conclusion of a retention curve experiment. Both these re-wetting sequences are common
practice, and thus we did not examine the effects of incomplete initial saturation
systematically but rather in context of common laboratory procedures. As it happened, each
sequence type gave nearly identical initial effective saturations (-Q.91) but very d$llerent
initial saturation structures within the cell.



Results
In the following we first present the resulk of the retention curve experiments and consider o -
both invasion behavior and the measurement of retention curves.at a varie~ of scales..we ..- .-

-” ‘- then use ‘thisuridefitanding in the subsequent presentation of the oufflow experiments.
. .

Retention curve experiments
Example equilibrium saturation fields for suction steps of 15 CQ 17.5 c~ 20 cm, 22.5 cq 25
crq and 27.5 cm, are presented in Figure 2 and show the advance of a near horizontal, gravity
stabilized, drainage front downward through the cell. At all suctions, the fbrthest penetration
of the air phase or front exhibits a visually complicated pattern contiinirig-a ‘tide r~ge-of ‘-”- -”
length scales. Behind the fron~ visual phase structure complication generally decreases due to.

-—. .

corresponding decrease in the longer length scales and a uniform increase in the air phase
saturation. This structure can be described in the context of gradient percolation ~ilkinson,
1984] where capillary fingers at the front move downward and create a wide range of length
scales, the extent of which are limited by competition with gravity forces. Behind tie invasion
tion~ the wetting phase does not become trapped by the invading gas and can continue to
drain born pockets through connected pores or possibly via film flow, The idluence of
heterogeneities is apparent both at the front where they influence the growth of capillary
fingers and behind the front where smaller pores hold onto water at higher suctions th& the
larger pores.

The saturation field at the 27.5 cm suction step is anomalously different-in character from all
lower suction states. Carefil study of the transient images shows that at each change in the
boundary suction, the invasion front moves rapidly downward into the cell followed by
subsequent back-filling. Some additional advance of the front also occurs during the back-
filling stage with multiple pore Haines jumps clearly evident and spaced widely in time. For
all suction steps below 27.5 cm, the complication of the saturation structure thus first
increases and then decreases as the system moves toward equilibrium. However, when the
suction is increased to 27.5 cm, gas fingers rapidly downward to the porous plate near the left
side of the cell, moves horizontally at the boundary across the full cell width, grows upward,
and then all ~er outflow essentially stopi. Accordingly, the gas structure changes
insignificantly at the higher suction steps (35 cm and 40 cm, not shown here). Obviously,
flow through the desaturated region at the bottom of the cell has been drastically reduced and
thus the fi.u-therdrainage of the large fidly saturated regions left above is curtailed at the
timescale of the experiment. This near isolation of the experimental system from the exit
boundary effectively freezes the complicated invasion strncture without allowing the
subsequent back-filling seemat lower suctions.

To explain the invasion front movement within the cell, we first consider the horizontally
averaged profile retention curves for the saturation fields below 27.5 cm (see Figure 3). We
see a systematic trend with the curves rising as we position of the gas invasion front
penetrates fhrther into the cell. Between the 15 and 25 cm profiles, the curve has risen -6 cm
indicating a decrease in the mean radius of the pores, <R>, at the invasion front by a factor of
-0.79 at this position. This decrease in <R> appears smooth and linear from the top of the
cell until the front extends to -3-4 cm from the bottom. At this point, <R> must decrease and
the invasion tkont moves downward the fhll distance to the bottom boundary as a capill~
finger. If we now consider Figure 1A and the binarized field in Figure lB, we clearly see the ~
control placed on the invasion process by the R field. Black regions comesponding to large
pore regions map well the gas phase near the invasion front in each saturation image. We also



see the zone where the gas finger breaks down to the bottom bound@ to be clearly of lfig~r --
R directly below a_strongly connected region of small R. Thus we find a capillary barrier , . .
cordlguration wig a d.!rect failw.e pathway to the bottom boundary when it breaches. Fina~yj -. . -----
sand along the bottom boundary must form a zone of connected larger pores. Its presence in
combination with the larger R in the sand immediately above(see Fi&ue 1A) forms a sti”ong
width spanning heterogeneity beyond that of a simple edge effect.

Macro-scale retention curves determined from the measured outflow are presented in Figure
4. As a consequence of the micro-scale processes acting within the experiment described - ..:.-
above, the curves exhibit no discernible air entry pressure and a rather high residual water
saturation (-0.41) beginning at only 27.5 cm. The lack of a defined entry pressure is due to
the size of the sample relative to the changes in saturation across the height of the cell. The
high residual value is associated with the combination of internal heterogeneity, capillary
fingering and width spanning bottom boundary heterogeneity, which effectively isolates the
cell from further drainage.

If we consider ROI based curves determined within the top 50% of the cell, we find more
reasonable residuals and much sharper transitions, see Figure 5 (note residuals are dependent
on system isolation). Within this large region, we can also consider smaller regions containing
mainly small or large pores. These curves are slightly sharper and show differences in their
height (air entry pressure) as well as their residuals. Averaging such regions yields the average
behavior seen in the large top ROI curve. The differences between these measurements is not
simply a fhnction of scale in interaction with heterogeneity but also the accessibility of the
various pores to the non-wetting fluid. Note that if we considered an ROI based measurement
of retention in the region at the bottom of the cell we would obtain a very sharp curve with an
air entry value of-27.5 cm. However, this entry value is controlled by the zone of small
pores several centimeters above. AU of these results point to the control of system response
and thus property measurements by heterogeneity, connectivity, and accessibility within the
domain where capillary, gravity and viscous forces interact. In particular, the behavior at the
27.5 cm suction step foreshadows boundary condition sensitivity in the one-step outflow
experiments to be presented below.

Saturation fields from replicate retention curve experiments are effectively identical, however,
each invasion structure at each equilibrium state as well as the exact evolution path is slightly
different (see Figure 6). These differences are mainly seen at the front and are due to the
different extents of various capillary fingers thus yielding a clumped or spatially correlated
discrepancy between experiments. Behind the front, differences decrease, become more
evenly distribute~ and are at the scale of individual pores. Comparison of the different
retention curve experiments also highlights the critical heterogeneity that controls system
behavior at the 27.5 cm step. Of the 5 retention curves measured, 4 of them show this same
behavior, however, one required the 30 cm step before the gas finger extended to the bottom
boundary and isolated the system from subsequent drainage (see Figure 4). Once this
occunre& the final effective saturation structure was identical to the other experiments within
the typical variability discussed above.

.

Outflow experiments at different pressure steps
Example final saturation fields fi-omthe experiments petiormed with pressure steps of 17.5, “
22.5,27.5, and 35 cm are presented in Figure 7. The final saturation field for the experiment
at 40 cm (not presented here) was effectively identical to that at 35 cm. Measured cumulative



outflow curves for the five different sets of outflow experiments are presented in Figure 8, “
with the results for small pressure steps (17.5, 22.5, and 27.5 cm) grouped @ Figure GAand . -
those for large pressure steps (3@nd-40 cm) grouped in Figure’ 8B. The-total amotit of -‘
water drained in the different experiments first increases with boundary suction yielding mean
values of 0.19 PV at-17.5 cm, 0.33 PV at 22.5 cm, 0.45 PV at 27.5 cm and then decreases to
0.43 PV for both 35 and 40 cm (see Table 1).

We see two distinct types of response exhibited in the experiments, one for small pressure
steps (27.5 cm and below), and another for large (35 cm and higher). Both of these-behaviors

u are anticipated by the results andi..iscussion of the retention curve experiments above and are.
furthe;ifiustra~d with intermediate images at 14 and 38 seconds from the experiments using
27.5 cm and 35 cm steps in Figure 9. At small pressure steps, water drains rapidly in the
beginning &d then slows, as equilibrium is approached (note that the jagged nature of the
outflow curves (Figure 8A) at late time is artificial and corresponds to dripping onto the
scale). This outfIow behavior corresponds to the rapid movement of air into the cell at the
beginning of pressurization @igure 9A), where after pockets of water are slowly back-filled
by air (Figure 9B). At large pressure steps, water drains rapidly but then abruptly stops after
-1 minute. We see from the saturation fields that rapid air fingering through the sand (Figure
9C and 9D) reaches the bottom boundary, moves horizontally along the porous plate and
creates a capillary barrier that blocks further drainage, just as seen in the retention
experiments. llms at small pressure steps, drainage is restricted to the upper part of the cell
and back-filling can occur to completion, but at high pressure steps, pronounced air fingering
to the bottom boundary and subsequent isolation of the system freezes a highly complicated
air invasion structure in the final state and yields a lower effective saturation. For both cases,
the gas invasion structure at the front or throughout if back-filling cannot occur is highly
correlated to the structure of Iarge R in Figure 1A.

The final saturation fields from outflow experiments can be compared with those from “
corresponding steps in the retention curve experiment. At 17.5 and 22.5 cm the final
saturation distributions for the one-step outflow experiments are very similar to those seen in
the retention curve experiments (compare Figure 2B and 2D with Figure 7A and 7B).
However, the air front has penetrated slightly finther in the retention curve experiment. At
27.5 cm, gas breaks through to the porous plate in the rete~tion curve experiments while this
has yet to occur in the outflow experiments (compare Figure 2F with 7C). These differences
cannot be accounted for by either variation of fluid properties or boundary conditions.
Rather, the differences are explained by the discrepancy in the time scales of the two types of
experiments. Differences increase as we consider larger differential pressures and evaluation of
the images at the end of the 57 minute outflow experiments showed that water was still
draining at a very low rate from the 27.5 cm experiment. At higher pressure steps, the
differences between outflow and retention curve experiments change character and thus
become more marked (compare Figure 2F with 7D). While in the retention experiment, back-
filling can occur up until the 27.5 cm step, it cannot occur in the outflow experiment where air
fingering rapidly spans and then isolates the cell. This gives rise to an decrease in the final
effective saturation of the system born 0.52 for the outflow experiments to 0.41 for the
retention experiments at35 cm and above. Thus, in context of a system width spanning .
heterogeneity, the displacement speed as imposed by the boundary pressure step has a
significant control on the micro-scale structural evolution and thus on outflow-response and “.
final effective saturation.

—.y --.



The replicate experiments show o@y @nor differences in outflow response and final - -
saturation images are identical on a macroscopic level. However at the micro-scale, evolution
paths are slightly different and no two final states are exactly the_s~e (see Figure lo). Thi+se. ..- ‘-. .

.- ‘---- ‘differences are sin&f indegree andlZhavior to those seen in the retention experiments
.—.——

described above. As another check on repeatability, we conducted two additional one-step
experiments where the pressure step was applied as a suction int&e “waterby connecting a
tube to the outflow valve and lowerixig the tube outlet &ectly into a water filled container on
the scale located at the appropriate position below&e cell. These experiments showed
identical response (including slight randomness) to those using pneumatic pressure except of
course, the scale response was smoother because the water flowed directly into the container -

______ —
instead of dripping-from-the outflow v%lve.

Outftow experiments from varying initiaI saturation structures
Examples of both the initial and the final saturation fields from each of the two sets of
experiments petiormed from incomplete initial saturation are presented in Figure 11. Figure
11A shows the initial saturation field achieved by the first set where the dry sand was re-
wetted tiom below without previous C02 flushing. In the middle of the cell, the mean initial
saturation is high (-0.97), with only a few residual air pockets. The regions near the top and
bottom boundaries, however, are at lower saturation, especially above the porous plate (mean
saturation of-0.74 in the top of the field and-0.35 in the bottom). linages acquired over the
course of there-wetting sequence show that the water enters the cell through a few points at
the bottom boundary and then expands laterally above the coarse heterogeneity, entrapping a
large gas filled region above the porous plate. The final saturation field at the end of the
outflow experiment is presented in Figure 1lB, showing the air invasion I?kontto be very
similar to that for the experiment from full initial saturation @igure 7B).

An initial and final saturation field from the second set of experiments are presented in Figure
1lC and 1ID, respectively. This set of experiments was performed after a retention curve
experiment, and since the sand was not dried prior to re-wetting, the air-water structure
before re-wetting was as shown in Figure 2F. During there-wetting sequence, air became
entiapped everywhere it was initially present, especially above the porous plate (compare
Figures 2F and 1lC). The middle of the cell had an initial saturation with a mean of -0.93 and
the top and the bottom had values of-0.84 and -0.67, respectively. The final saturation field
(Figure 1lD) shows that the drainage front has moved tier down into the cell in
comparison to the final saturation field obtained after fill initial saturation (Figure 7B).

Outflow curves are compared tith the corresponding one-step experiments iiom fidl initial
saturation in Figure 12. The outflow curves observed in the experiments starting from
incomplete saturation are generally more gradual than those observed in the experiments
starting from full initial saturation. As before, replicates for each set of experiments show
only minor differences within sets, but between the three sets, significant variation in
cumulative outflow is apparent (see Table 1). Re-wetting the dry sand from below without
COZflushing resulted in the least outflow, with a cumulative mean of 0.27 PV, compared with
the experiments performed from fill initial saturation where the mean is 0.33 PV. In the
experiments where the sand was not dried prior to there-wetting, the cumulative outflow is
highest with a mean of 0.35 PV.

These results highlight the control imposed by the initial saturation structure on the outflow
experiment. For both sets of experiments, the mean initial saturation for the sample as a



.

whole was nearly identical and high (0.9 1). However, the significantly more gradiial outflow is
controlled by the width spanning low saturation zone found in both experimen~-above the. . .

porous plate which r?s.@c@@e rate-at which water-can drain from the”cell. Beyond this-””=- ~-” .- -” --.
similarity, the structures of the initial saturation fields were very different and these ~ -
differences additionally controlled outflow response. Re-wetting the dry sand Iiom below - - -
resulted in unsaturated areas at both boundaries with almost no gas entrapment between.
Thus we find a nearly identical gas invasion structure as in the initially satnrated case, but a .

~

smaller cumulative outflow due to the lower saturation at the top of the cell. Skipping the
initial drying step resulted in air entrapment throughout the middle of the cell as -well. Because
the initial gmphase @ructure occupies clusters of pores which when connected-to the - ‘- ‘-- ‘- - “
invading front yields a much greater accessibility for the invading phase, the flont penetrates
fiu-ther than in the initially saturated system and yields a larger total outflow. - -

Finally, we note that with respect to variatiorfacross replicates, we find identical levels and
behavior of differences as previously described. This similarity also extends to each replicate
saturation sequence where identical initial effective saturations and structures occurred but
small micro-scale differences remain.

.



Discussion . .. . . —...—.- ...- .
Theheterogeneity within our sand pack is very slight and pr~bably less ~~ expected_in
samples where hydraulic-properties tie ofieri rne&m.red.Yet its _~uence. is marked: The.., .. ._ .
primarily horizontal structure to these heterogeneities imparts a capillm b&rier_behavior to
the pack with gas enlxy values interrogated by the drainage 120ntthat ~ge -12% of the -

average value (-26 cm& cm see Figure 3). The presence of the bottom boundary and a zone
of large R directly above also created a width spanning heterogenei~ with a gas entry value
on the low end of this distribution. The influence of this bottom heterogeneity was amplified
through combination with a well connected zone of high gas entry value -3 cm above that .
fo~ed a strong capillary barrier. While one could regard this behavior as edge effect we - - _
believe it spe~ more generally to the concept of width spanning heterogeneity as often
present in experiment and nature alike. .- .----

We took extreme care to achieve high experimental accuracy and precision. This allowed -
excellent repeatability, however, for all replicates, minor differences were always found.
These could have been the result of small fluid prope~ differences (temperature), slight
fluctuations in the gas pressure, and in the case of the retention cqrve experiments, slight -.
differences in the equilibrium time at each step. However, it is also likely that the differences
are due to inherent randomness within the drainage field as a myriad of pores are made
accessible to the invasion front. In general, this randomness may average out as the system
enlarges. However, when considering heterogeneities, randomness can also be accentuated if a
critical heterogeneity is restricting advance of the drainage fion~ which, once breache~ opens
a large zone of media for entry by a now over pressured fluid. This constitutes a macro-scale
Haines-jump controlled by heterogeneity in the pore network. Small fluctuations in the time
to achieve the jump pressure or its being near the pressure supplied at a boundary can lead to
significant differences in a given state. This is exemplified in comparison of the 27.5 cm final
saturation fields for the retention and outflow experiments. Additionally, due to the control
on local velocities imposed by such jumps, viscous forces can influence the structure during
the jump differently than in the rest of the domain.

Considering viscous influences at the macro-scale, when we increase the system scale macro
gradients imposed through changes in the boundary conditions, we obtain an interaction,
which exhibits significant qualitative and thus process originated trends. This is controlled by
the interaction of two micro-scale processes, the initial or rapid advance of the invasion front
and the slower back-filling of pores behind. Due to the very different viscosities of the gas
and liquid, the complication of the phase structure within the nelxvork influences each phase
differently. At the invasion fion~ liquid can easily move toward the exit throu@ saturated
media and gas can easily advance through the tortuous path behind due to its low viscosi~.
The liquid behind the-invasion front, however, must now move through a tortuous path, the
tortuosity of this path growing significantly with decrease in effective local saturation. Due
to the viscosity of the liqui~ resistance within this zone siows the back-filling process
relative to tiontal advance. Thus the time scales for frontal advance and subsequent back-
filling are very different. Additionally, when clusters of pores fiI1edwith liquid are separated
from the bulk liqui~ the time scale for back-filling once again increases as drainage must now
occur through films along the surfaces of grains. Superimposing an initial saturation field
structure primarily influences the advance of the invasion front. Increased resistance to flow
of the ,Iiquid ahead of tie invading front decreases its speed and thus the outflow flux at early.
times. This effect is most &amatic when the trapped gas structure creates an in-series effect



such as we had at the width spanning heterogeneity at the bottom-boundary. Additionally, -- -
accessibility at the invasion front to the gas is greatly enhanced by initial gas entrapment

.. allowing the front to advance. further into_tie system wi~ ~creased outflow. ” ::..”. ~. -- “ .:-.

Because of the control placed by sub-sample scale heterogeneity, initial saturation structure,
and boundary condition on experimental response, variabili~ or perceived randomness h
systems where these vary a bit horn one experiment to another is easily conceived. As
mentioned in the introduction, Hollenbeck and Jensen [1998] performed multiple outflow
experiments on a cylindrical suction cell (diameter 6.35 cm and height 5.7 cm) with.a sa.gd. . __
sim”ilarto that used ,in.ti~ stydy. Their one-step outflow results had two key features: 1) at
small pressure steps the outflow was poorly reproducible; and 2) at large pressure steps,
outflow responses were identical even for different pressure steps. The level of randomness
seen by Hollenbeck and-Jensen [19’98]at small pressfie steps, were ndt found here-tin
replicate experiments for any pressure step or initial saturation sticture. However, the
saturation procedure used in this earlier work resulted in incomplete initial saturation, (mean
of 0.886 PV with a standard deviation of 0.01 PV) with different initial saturation structures
expected for every experiment. Based on our results, it is likely that differences in the
saturation structure within the sample yields the perceived randomness they observed. The
identical outflow responses seen for large pressure steps in this earlier work were also found
in the experiments presented here. ‘Itis therefore. likely that the rapid fingering through the
sand and the subsequent isolation of the porous plate took place in their cylindrical cell as
well.

We note that Hopmanns et al. [1992] also &sualized water distribution during one-step “
outflow experiments using X-ray computed tomography (CT) in cylindrical samples
(diameter of 7.6 cm and height of 6.0 cm). They also found non-uniform drainage and air
blockage at the porous plate when the system was initially saturated and correctly concluded
that property inversion is problematic in such situations. As discussed above, both retention
and outflow experiments demonstrate the drainage process to be composed of rapid invasion
front movement with subsequent slower back-filling. We see internal heterogeneity, especially
when width spanning, as well as the initial saturation structure to combine with the phase “
invasion process imposed by the boundary condition to both control rapid invasion front
movement and limit the slower back-filling process under conditions of higher flow (larger
step). While inversion of experimental data would yield reasonably precise proper& model
parameters for a given outflow experiment (e.g., pressure step, initial saturation structure),
these parameters will be different for each step and for each initial saturation structure. On an
effective level, this forces both relative permeability and retention curves as well as effective
saturation to be a path dependent function of both boundary and initial conditions.
Additionally, initial conditions cannot be specified as a simple effective average because these
macro-scale properties will be sensitive to its initial structure. Others have suggested that
additional physics must be considered for a more comprehensive description of unsaturated
flow and include the influence of, for example, interracial areas and the momentum of
interfaces [e.g., Gray and Hassanizadeh, 1988]. However, these approaches are rooted in the
theory of volume averaging. Our experiments demonstrate that connectivity and accessibility,
in conjunction with micro-scale processes, will provide a severe challenge also to these
approaches. Ihtemal structure that controls macro-system response, is a path dependent ‘
fimction of initial and boundary conditions that must be properly reflected in any volume -
averaged approach.
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Conclusion -
We were interested in the causes of discrepancies in sample-scale effective behavior between ---
repeat experiments, ~etween different types of .expe”timents,bounds@ .or initiil-.iiriditi~ns,-
and, most importantly, between experirnen&l behavior “&dthat predicted or implied by
standard continuum conceptual models for unsaturated flow in porous media. our---- -
visualization expe&nents have revealed micro-scale phase invasion processes, which control
macro-scale experimental response in experiments commonly employed to measure
unsaturated flow properties. These experiments illustrate the interaction between slight sub-
sample heterogeneity, imposed boundary pressures or fluxes, and initial saturation and its .
structure to-.controlthe.qualitative and quantitative behavior of the micro-scale phase invasion
process. Randomness, while present in our experiments, is small. However its influence can
be accentuated by heterogenei~ in combination with critical values of boundary pressures.
Experiments with different boundary conditions, sequences, and time scales yield strong
qualitative differences in experimental response. Likewise, different internal initial saturation
structures with the same sample-scale effective value also yield significant differences. These
qualitative differences signi$ a varying influence of different micro-scale processes and thus a
deviation horn unique standard continuum scale behavior and accompanying hydraulic
properties.
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